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ameneh dahani()
 
Hey everyone...I like to write short stories & poems but I'm not very good at it
so if you find any mistake please please inbox me lol
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A Lone
 
This relationship sounded like a game
I always tried
To make things the same
As we used to be
 
We were together like stars
Boy, you compliment me
But later on something come between us
That made us a lone
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It's Over
 
What a day? What a life?
What just happen between us?
Can't go back because is hard to remove it
Can't start it over because it didn't worth it
 
Can't believe it because I believe I know is over
Can't see your text no more at midnight
Because now I will sleep on time
Can't fight for it because you never cared
 
Can't talk to you because I got no time
Can't see you because you are not mine
To look for you
Can't help you because I did thousand time
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Love And Trust Forever
 
I wonder if you ever think of me the same
I keep thinking about you
I know that our life is different
We both have different pass
 
I care about you and your pass
But the most important thing is the future
I want to be in your future
With love and trust forever
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M3 & My Sister
 
We may not be cool
But just being sisters is
We may fight sometimes together
But inside we fight for each other's
 
We may be lazy
But when we have each other we go wild
We may get troubles
But there is always a way to get out of it
 
We may laugh and jokes around to be funny
But mostly because to see each other's smile
We may be far 
But in our heart we are close
We may forget some stuff
But we never forget that we are sisters                                            
By: Ameneh Dahani &lt;3
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Our L?Ve
 
Our love was high above
Like a flying dove
But then it became low
Which made it change to melt like snow
 
Now we are
Unhappy, broken heart, and sad for our pass
But we still share
A piece that we call it a friend
 
I made poems wright
For the past that we had
To see what was not right
In our love that made us apart
 
Now there is a hollow
In your place that no one can take
Because our love was stationary
which I want to follow
                         By: Ameneh Dahani &lt;3
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You And I
 
You and I equal  heart
You and I equal together
You and I equal adorable
You and I equal best friend
 
You and I equal best
You and I equal true love
You and I equal happy
You and I equal forever
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